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ABSTRACT
Center of Gravity Guided Signature of Planar Shape
by
Hina Jain
Dr. Laxmi P. Gewali, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Computer Science
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Measuring the similarities between two planar shapes is a complex problem. A
notion of calculating the signature o f a planar shape has been proposed. This signature is
a unique feature of the planar shape that differentiates it from other planar shapes. More
over, the comparison o f signatures o f two planar shapes helps in determining the degree
o f similarity between them. In past, researchers have tried to propose effective algorithms
to compute the signature o f the planar shapes. O ’Rourke introduced the concept o f signture of simple polygons for measuring similarities between two dimensional shapes. We
propose to model a generalized notion o f signature by considering the center o f gravity of
polygons. Standard signature is determined by considering the half plane through the ed
ges of the polygon. In the generalized model, we propose to measure signature by considring half plane through the center o f gravity o f polygons and parallel boundary edges.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Finding similarities between shapes is a common problem in image processing, pat
tern recognition, robotics, and environmental science. Often satellite images are analyzed
for searching pattern of interest such as forest cover, water shades, fault-lines, erosion, etc.
In medical science, shape similarity techniques are used for processing X-ray and NMRimages. In robotics, shape recognition is used by a robot to traverse a path in the presence
of obstacles.
Shape recognition algorithms have been considered mainly by (i) image processing
and (ii) computational geometry research communities[l,4,7,8]. In image processing a
shape consists of pixels and voxels and the similarity measurement is done by seeking
global shape properties such as size, perimeter, elongation, and compactness. Additional
preprocessing techniques such as filtering, smoothing etc., are considered for shape anal
ysis. While the shapes of two dimensional images are pre-processed for extracting the
boundary, the exact spatial model of such shapes is prominently considered in computa
tional geometry. One of the simplest model of 2-D shapes in computational geometry is
the polygon, which is described by listing the coordinates of its boundary in the order
of their occurrences on the boundary. Polygonal models of shapes have been considered
by many researchers for comparing shape similarity [1,4]. One of the early works in the
shape similarity of polygonal models is the notion of signature introduced by O ’Rourke
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[4], The notion of the signature of polygon can be extended in a straightforward manner
to open curves in two dimensions. Intuitively, the signatures of polygons are much simpler
than their boundaries, and at the same time they retain some structural properties of the
polygon. It has been found that signatures of polygons can be used with some success in
capturing the similarity between hand written characters [4],
Another technique from computational geometry that is used for finding similarity be
tween polygonal shapes is the notion of turning function[l]. In the method of turning func
tion, the boundary of the polygon is mapped to a step-function called its ’’turning function”.
Like signatures, turning functions are simpler to compare than the boundary of a polygon.
At the same time, the step-function contains significant global features for comparing shape
properties.
Use of polygonal models for classifying contours of breast tumors is reported in [8].
For this process, turning function is used to extract some special features from the tumors
[8], Application of polygon similarity measure has been used for the retrieval of vertebral
images [7],
In this thesis, we introduce a variation of the standard signature technique, which we
have termed as CG Guided Signature. Unlike the technique of the standard signature, the
proposed method is effective in distinguishing convex polygons of different shapes. An
overview of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a brief review of compu
tational geometric techniques for measuring shape similarity. One of the techniques we
review is the method of signatures of planar shapes. The other technique we review is the
method of turning function. In Chapter 3, we formally introduce the notion of cg-guided
signature for polygons. We develop the notion by considering the center of gravity of the
polygon for defining the signature of a shape. The cg-guided notion can be viewed as
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a variation of the standard notion of signature introduced in [4], It is found that the cgguided signatures are effective in distinguishing convex polygons of different shapes. We
present an 0{n^) time algorithm for computing the cg-guided signature of polygons. We
also present a linear time algorithm for filtering noise edges from a polygon which can be
taken as a pre-processing step for signature computation. In Chapter 4, we present an im
plementation and experimental results of the proposed cg-guided signature. In Chapter 5,
we discuss the findings of the experiment, possible extensions of the proposed technique,
and the scope for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES AND LITERATURE REVIEWS
2.1 Introduction
A shape in two dimensions can be represented by a simple polygon. From computa
tional geometry, it is known that a simple polygon is formed by connecting line segments
(edges) such that no two edges intersect in the interior of the polygon. Comparing shapes
in two dimensions is a complex problem. Over the years, researchers have tried to come up
with an acceptable metric for comparing planar shapes. Geometric techniques that include
signature[l] and turning function [4] have been proposed to calculate shape properties and
their comparison.
While comparing shapes, it is necessary to develop the notion of ’’distance” between
two shapes. The distance should be defined in such a way that between very similar shapes
it is very small and between shapes that do not have any similarity it is very large. As
observed in [1] the distance function d{.,.) should satisfy several desirable properties that
include:
a. It should be a metric such that the distance between two identical shape should be
zero i.e., d{A,A) = 0.
b. The distance between any two shapes A and B should not be negative i.e. d { A , B ) > 0 .
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c. It should satisfy symmetric property. In other words, the distance between A and B
should be same as the distance between B and A i.e. d(A,B) = d{B,A).
d. It should also satisfy the triangle inequality property i.e. for three shapes A, B and C,
the relation d{A,B) + d{B,C) > d{A ,C ) should be satisfied.
e. It should be invariant under translation, rotation, and the change of scale.
One of the seminal works on comparing similarity between polygonal shapes was pro
posed by O ’Rourke by developing the notion of the signature of plane curves [4], A related
geometric technique called the turning function was later proposed by Arkin et.al. [1].

2.2 Signature of Polygons
A brief overview of the algorithm for computing the signature of a polygon as proposed
in [4] can be described as follows. The signature of a polygon is determined in term of the
signature of its edges. To understand the working of the algorithm, the polygon shown in
Figure 2.1 is used as a running example. Consider the line L 3 passing through the edge
(v3 , V 4 ) of the polygon. In the figure, line L 3 is drawn with dashed strokes. The total length
of the perimeter or the portion of the edges lying on or to the left of L 3 is defined as the
signature of edge (v3 ,V4 ). It is emphasized that the length of the edge through which line
L 3 passes also accounts in its signature.
The signature of a point q on the boundary of a polygon can be defined in term of the
tangent of the polygon through that point. This means the signature of a point q lying on the
interior of an edge e, of the polygon is the same as the signature of e,-. Thus the signature
of all points on the interior of an edge are identical. It may be noted that the signatures of
vertices are not defined. The signature of all edges of the polygon put together gives the
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signature of the polygon. Since the signature of interior points on an edge are identical, the
signature of the entire polygon consists of a sequence of horizontal line segments. A plot
of the signature of an example polygon is shown in Figure 2.1. To plot the signature we
need to pick a starting point on the boundary which we take, without loss of generality, as
the point next to a vertex in counterclockwise direction. To plot the signature of a point q,
we take x-coordinate as the length of the portion of the boundary from the start point to q
and the y-coordinate is taken as the signature of point q. The signature has discontinuity at
the vertices of the polygon which are shown by dashed vertical line segments in the figure.
It can be observed that the signature function is a step function.
The signature of the edge can be plotted by choosing some starting point on the bound
ary of the polygon. To plot the signature, the length of the boundary from the starting point
to the candidate edge is taken as the x-coordinate and the signature of the candidate edge
is taken as the y-coordinate. For edge(v 3 ,
the sum of the length of the edges e(vo,

V 4),

V|),

the starting point is

vq,

the x-coordinate is

e(v], V2 ), e(v2 , V3 ) and the y-coordinate is the

calculated signature. The plotted signature is shown in Figure 2.1 b.

^

C o u n te r-C lo c k w ise / Left

N o rm a ii/e d F d g e Length

Figure 2.1 a Polygon P Figure 2.1 b O ’Rourke’s Signature of Polygon P.
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2.2.1 Properties of the Signature
The signature of a polygon has some significant structural properties. For example the
signature of a polygon is a step function which has a look of orthogonal chain. Some
interesting properties mentioned in [4] can be listed as follows.

Property 1: (Convexity) The signature function of a polygon ignores the differences in
the convexity of polygons. This means that whether the polygon is a square, rectangle,
convex pentagon, or any convex polygon, the signatures are same. Hence the signatures of
all convex polygons are identical.

Property 2: (Invariance) The signature of a polygon is invariant under translation, rotation
and scale change of the polygon. It is also observed that symmetric curves have similar
signature but not vice versa. As observed in [2], the signature of a polygon is nearly invari
ant with respect to a slanting transformation. In a slanting transformation only the y-axis is
rotated by a small angle to obtain the transformed polygon.

Property 3:(Inversion) It is interesting to ask whether the original polygon can be repro
duced from its signature. It turns out that many polygons can have the same signature. This
means it is not possible to reconstruct the polygon from its signature. Surprisingly, it has
been proved [4] that if the polygon is orthogonal then it can be precisely reconstructed from
its signature.

A very critical question is how to measure the distance between two signatures. In the
method suggested in [4], the distance between two signatures is determined by applying a
"dynamic programming” algorithm that seeks edge by edge(s) matching. During matching.
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the pairing of signatures need not to be one-to-one. In this scheme, a signature sequence
of size m could be compared with a signature of size k, where k is not necessarily equal to
m. To compare polygon P with polygon Q, the algorithm matches the signature edge P.ei
with one of the signatures of (i) Q.ej, (ii) Q.ej-\ and Q.ej or (iii) Q.Cj and Q.ej+\. This
mechanism of pairing signature of one edge of P with the signature(s) of Q is termed as
matching by warping. An example of matching with warping is shown in Figure 2.2 a and
2.2 b below.
The author also proposes ’’angular distance” measure between two polygons. The ele
ments matched by the algorithm are the angles at each vertex of the polygon. In measuring
the angle, left turn represents a positive angle and a right turn represents a negative angle. If
a , from polygon P is matched with (3y from polygon Q then the element to element distance
measure is given by:

D (/, i) = \sinai —sin^j | + | cosai —cos^j |

(1 )

It is noted that in this distance measure, the signature does not play any role. Only the
angles on the vertices of candidate polygons are taken into account.

P olygon P

P olygon Q

Figure 2.2 a: Polygons P and Q.
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Sig n a tu re o f P o ly g o n P

S ig n a tu re o f P o ly g o n Q

Figure 2.2 b: Illustrating warping of signature of P and Q.
2.3 Turning Function
The turning function method proposed in [1] defines turning angle at each point on the
interior of edge of the polygon. A simple polygon P is represented by a turning function
0/> (5'). The turning function is defined at all points on the boundary of the polygon except
at the vertices. To properly define the turning function, a point Q on the boundary of the
polygon is taken as the origin. The polygon is normalized so that the total length of its
boundary is 1. The turning function 0p(5) maps l{s) to T{s), where l{s) is the length of
the boundary path from origin O to s and T {s) is the angle that the tangent at ^ makes with
the reference direction. The reference direction is take as the x-axis. In measuring turning
angle, left-turn is taken as positive and right-turn is taken as negative. Thus, Qp {s) is the
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turn angle T( s ) . Figure 2.3 shows a simple polygon with its turning function.

Figure 2.3; Turning function v, where ’O ’ is the reference point.
It is observed that the turning angle along an edge is constant and the turning angle at
the vertices of the polygon is not defined. Hence, the turning function is a step-function.
For convex polygons, the turning function is monotonically increasing. Usually, turning
function’s domain is the interval [0, 1]. However, the turning function domain can be
extended to the entire real line R by accumulating angles as the boundary is traversed more
than one time. By this extension, the turn angle at boundary point 5 after completing k turns
is T {s) 4- 2H&.
To compute the distance between two turning functions 0p(s) and 0g

( 5)

the algorithm

presented in [1] uses Euclidean distance between the turning functions. The distance be
tween the turning functions depends on the choice of the origin point in the polygon P and
Q. Consider the overlay of the turning functions of P and Q as shown in Figure 2.4.
What needed is the vertical and horizontal shifting of the turning function so that the
area between the two step functions is minimized. An algorithm to obtain this minimized
area is reported in [1]. The time complexity of the algorithm is 0{mn\ogmn) , where m

10
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and n are the numbers of vertices in polygons P and Q respectively.

Turning function of Polygon P

Turning function of Polygon Q
Figure 2.4: Illustrating overlay of turning functions of polygons P and Q.
It has been found in [ 1] that the turning function is reasonably effective in measuring
shape similarity. However, a drawback with this method is that it does not work well in
comparing shape similarity when the polygons have non-uniform noise.

11
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CHAPTER 3

CENTER OF GRAVITY GUIDED SIGNATURE OE PLANAR SHAPES
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present the development of an efficient algorithm for finding the
signature of a simple polygon, which is guided by its center of gravity. The proposed
method produces the signatures of convex polygons that changes with the change in their
shapes.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a polygon is represented by an ordered circular sequence of
vertices. Consecutive vertices in the sequence form edges. In addition to other information
such as the name of the vertex and the angle at the vertex, a vertex record contains its xand y-coordinates.

3.2 Center of Gravity of a Polygon
We begin with the definition of the center of gravity of a simple polygon. The center
of gravity of a simple polygon is formally defined as the point where all the weights of the
object can be considered to be concentrated. We can assume that the interior of a polygon
is made of a material of same thickness and uniform density. Then, the center of gravity
of the material is the center of gravity of the polygon. The formula for the computation of
the center of gravity of the polygon is related to its area and the coordinates of its vertices.
Let the vertices of the polygon be denoted by

vq

, v i,

..., v „ _ i ,

where the vertex

12
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v,

has the

coordinates (jc/,y,). The area A of the polygon is given by
2 N-\

A = - X t e + 1 -^i+iyù
i=0

(1)

The center of gravity of the polygon is related to the coordinate of the vertices and its
area A as

I

N —1

+ ^ '+ >) (^'y<+1 - ^'+ 13"')

(2)

X (>'' +yi+i) i^iyi+l -^i+\yi)

(3)

6^ ,^0
I Al—1

C'y = ^

/=0

Using these formulae, an algorithm for computing the center of gravity of the polygon
can be sketched as follows:
A lgorithm : Center of Gravity of a Polygon
Input: Coordinates of vertices of a polygon: (xo,yo), (x i,y i), ..., (x„_i,y„_|).
O utput: The coordinate of Center of Gravity of a polygon: (xr,yr)Step 1: /* Find the area of the polygon.*/
!• Area —0, —0,
—0
ii. for(int i = 0; / < n; i++)
iii.
Area = Area + {x[i\ *y[i + 1] —x[i + 1] *y[i])
iv. Area
* Area;
Step 2: /* Make sign of the area positive. */
i. if(Area < 0)
ii.
Area = (-1) * Area
Step 3: /* Compute Center of Gravity. */
i. for(int i = 0; / < «; i++)
ii.
Cjc = (x[i] + x[i+l]) * ((x[i]*y[i+l]) - (x[i+l] * y[i]))
iii. Cy = (y[i] + y[i+l]) * ((x[i]* y[i+l]) (x[i+l] *
:v. ^c = ^ * G
-W = 6T * G'

13
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y[i]))

Step 4; Output Xc and yc as the coordinates of the center of gravity.

An alternate method for computing the center of gravity of a polygon is to first triangu
late the polygon [3]. After triangulating the polygon, the center of gravity of each triangle
is computed. The centroid of a triangle is also known as the center of gravity point. The
coordinates of the centroid of a triangle are given by the average of the coordinates of its
vertices. If (xi ,yi ), (x2 ,y 2 ) and (x3 ,y 3 ) are the coordinates of a triangle then the coordinates
of its center of gravity

is given by

_

■^m —

% l+% 2+% 3

_

—

g

.yi+ .y2+ .V 3

2

^

Once we have the center of gravity of all triangles, the center of gravity of the entire
polygon can be found by the computing the weighted sum of the center of gravity of all
the triangles. Let Ti,T 2 , ...,T„ - 2 be the triangles after triangulating the polygon. Let A,
denote the area of the triangle 7]. Also, suppose

denote the center of gravity of the

triangle 7j. Then

Xr =

» =

lA,Ai*:
lA i

14
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(5)

(6)

3.3 Center of Gravity Guided Signature of a Polygon
The notion of center of gravity guided signature of a simple polygon is similar to the
notion of the standard signature introduced by 0 ’Rourke[2]. We recall that the standard
signature of an edge e of a polygon is defined as the length of a portion of the perimeter of
a polygon to the left of the line passing through e. The center of gravity guided signature
is defined by considering a line passing through the center of gravity of a simple polygon as:

Definition 3.1:

Consider an edge e of a simple polygon P. Let e' be the line passing

through the center of gravity of P and parallel to e. The center of gravity guided signature
of e is defined as the length of the portion of the permiter that lies to the left of e'. Figure 3.1
illustrates the center of gravity guided signature of an edge. The portion of the perimeter
to the left of e' is drawn in dashed line.

CG

Figure 3.1: Illustrating center of gravity guided signature of an edge
Definition 3.2: The center of gravity guided signature of a simple polygon P is obtained

15
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by considering the center of gravity guided signature of all its edges. We pick a point O
on the boundary of the polygon as the origin. The center of gravity guided signature of a
point (say p) on a boundary edge e is the same as the center of gravity guided signature
of e. Corresponding to each boundary point q, we can identify two numbers: (i) its signa
ture denoted by sig{q) and (ii) its boundary distance dist{q) from the origin point O. The
cg-guided signature is displayed by plotting dist{q) in x-axis and sig{q) in y-axis for all
boundary points of P. An example of the plot is shown in Figure 3.2.

o
o

A

0.5

0

N o rm alized E d g e L e ngth

>

Figure 3.2: Illustrating center of gravity guided signature of a convex polygon.

It is interesting to note that unlike the standard signature, the center of gravity guided
signature is not identical for all convex polygons. Figure 3.3 shows the center of gravity
guided signatures of two different convex polygons, which are not same.

16
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0.5

0.5

0

N o rm a liz e d E d g e L e n g th

N o rm a liz e d E d g e L e n g th

>

Figure 3.3: Center of gravity guided signatures of two different convex polygons

Observation 3.1:

The center of gravity guided signature distinguishes convex polygons

with unsymmetrical shapes.

Next, we describe the development of the algorithm for computing the center of gravity
guided signature of an edge g of a simple polygon. The center of gravity of a polygon is
found by using the method described in Section 3.2. The line e' parallel to e can be found
by taking the slope of e and the co-ordinates of the center of gravity. The equation of e'
is given by the line passing through center of gravity and having the slope of e. Once, we
have the line e \ we can determine the portion of the perimeter of P lying on or to the left of
e'. Whether or not an edge

lies to the left of e' can be determined by performing a simple

17
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left-turn check between the end points of e' and the end points of

This is a standard

method found in computational geometry textbook [5]. If an edge g^ does intersects with e'
then it is straightforward to determine the portion of g^ lying to the left of e' by finding the
point of intersection between g^ and e' and by performing a couple of left turn checks. Af
ter this step, the portion of boundary lying to the left of e' are known, the center of gravity
guided signature of e is given by accumulating the identified edge lengths. This process of
computing center of gravity guided signature of an edge is repeated for all edges to obtain
the center of gravity guided signature of the whole polygon. A formal sketch of algorithm
is listed as CG Signature algorithm below.
Algorithm: CG Guided Signature Algorithm.
Input: a. A simple polygon P with n vertices v i, V2 , ..., v„
b. Origin point O on the boundary
Output: CG Guided signature available as pairs [if(jri),5'/g(jC])], [if(jC2 ),.y/g(jr2 )],
Step 1: // Normalize the perimeter length to 1.
a. L\ - Perimeter of the polygon P.
b. for(int 1 = 1; i< n; i+4-)
c.
nl{i) = len{ei)/L\\
Step 2: // Compute origin-distanve of vertices.
a. cumDist = 0;
b. for(int i = 1; i<n; i++)
c.
d{i) — cumDist + nl{i)\
d.
cumDist = cumDist + nl (/)
Step 3: //Compute signature of edges.
a. for(int i = 1; i< n; i++)
b.
sig{xi) = FindSigCG(P, /)
Step 4: Output

and sig{xi)

Algorithm: FindSigCG(P,/).
Input: Vertices of a polygon P: vq,v,..., v„_i, where v/ =
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Output: Signature of edge (v/,v,+i).
Step 1: a. Point p = (x[i], y[i]). Point ^ = (x[i+l], y[i+l])
b. Create line segment si{p,q)
Step 2: a. Find Line parallel Lp to segment
b. Set Sig{xi) to 0;

Cut line segment Sp out of it.

Step 3: for(int j=0; j< n ; j++)
i.
Point a = (x|j], y[j]), b = (x[j+l], yO+1])
ii.
Create line segment sj{a,b)
iii.
if(Points a and b are on the same side of Sp)
iv.
if(a is on the left of $„) sig{xi) = sig{xi) + LengthOf(5y)
V.
else if (sj intersects Lp) Find the point of intersection p, .
vi.
if(a is on the left of Sp) Create segment PiSeg = seg(a, pi)
vii.
else Create segment piSeg = seg(p/,6)
viii.
sig{xi) = sig{xi) + LengthOf(p/5eg)
Step 4: Signature of the edge.

Theorem 3.1: CG Guided Signature Algorithm can be executed in 0{n^) time, where n is
the number of vertices of the polygon.
Proof: Step 1 and Step 2 of function FindSigCG() takes 0 (1 ) time. The loop of Step 3
executes n time and each execution of the loop takes constant time. Hence function FindSigCGO takes 0{n) time. Step 1 and Step 2 of CG Guided Signature Algorithm take 0{n)
time each. Step 3 mkes n calls for function FindSigCG() and hence takes 0{n^) time. Step
4 takes 0{n) time and consequently, the total time for CG Guided Signature Algorithm
becomes 0{n^). □

3.4 Removing Noise Edges
When a polygon model is constructed by extracting boundary edges from an image,
some noise edges may be present. Intuitively, noise edges are the edges, which do not carry
any feature of the original object. Figure 3.4 shows an example of noise edges. Consider a
triangular shape shown in Figure 3.4a below. Figures 3.4b-3.4d show three other triangular
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shapes with embedded noise edges.

Figure 3.4a-d: Illustrating Noise edges in Polygons
If we compute the signatures of these shapes then the presence of noise edges have
considerable effect on their signatures. This suggests that if we can somehow remove noise
edges then the signatures can be more effective in measuring the similarities between the
shapes.
Characterizing and distinguishing noise edges from regular edges are difficult tasks.
Removal of noise edges could be addressed to a certain extent by using the technique of
boundary smoothing. A variety of boundary smoothing techniques have been reported
in the computational geometry and the pattern recognition literature [2,3]. It is yet to be
investigated how effective are the boundary smoothing techniques as a pre-processing step
in signature analysis.
We propose a technique for filtering noise edges from the boundary of a polygon. We
use the following two characteristics of noise edges.
(i) A short edge is defined as an edge whose length is no more than q% (q can be taken
as 10) of the average length of boundary edges. A short-edge is a possible candidate
for noise edges.
(ii) Two consecutive short edges forming a very small angle between them are possible
candidates as noise edges.
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We can determine the length of all the edges and their average length lav by one scan
of the boundary of the polygon. By performing a second scan we can identify all the short
edges. During the first and second scan, edges forming very small angle (say no more
than S°), which we refer to as acute edges, can be marked. During the third scan two or
more consecutive edges that are short as well as acute edges are taken as noise edges. If
V ,-,

v,+i, . . . , V j are the vertices of a maximal sequence of noise edges then this sequence is

replaced with a single edge (vi,Vj). A formal description of the algorithm for replacing
noise edges is listed below.
Algorithm: Noise Removal Algorithm.
Input: A simple polygon P with ordered boundary vertices v i, V 2 ,..., v„
Output: A filtered polygon P' obtained by removing noise edges.
Step 1: // Determine the edge lengths and lav
a. totalLength = 0;
h. for(int i = 1; i<n; i++)
c.
li = dist{vi,Vi+i)\
d.
totalLength = totalLength + /,•;
e. l„ = dist{v„,V])-,
f. totalLength = totalLength +
g. lav = totalLength/n;
Step 2: // Mark short and acute edges,
a. for(int i = 1; i<n; i++)
h.
if(li < OA * lav) ei-short-true;
c.
else ei-short = false;
d.
if(angle at /,■< lOdeg) ei.acute = true;
e.
else ei.acute = false;
Step 3: //Mark noise edges,
a. for(int i = 1; i<n; i++)
h. if{e.short && e.acute) ei.noise = true;
c. else ei.noise = false;
Step 4: //Replace noise edges by a single edge,
a. for(int i = 1; i< n; i++)
b-

c.
d.
e.

Vgtarl — V,; j = /,

sNhiXtiei.noise)

/++;

if(; > j )

replace

...,ej by the edge connecting v,- and Vj
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Step 5: Output the resulting polygon P '.
3.4.1 Time Complexity
Time complexity for Noise Removal Algorithm can be deduced as follows. Step 1
and Step 2 of the algorithm takes 0{n) time each as there are n vertices to be analyzed
as candidate noise edges. Step 3 of the algorithm also takes 0 (n ) time for identifying
candidate edges as noise edges. Step 4 of the function executes n times for replacing
identified noise edges with a noise-free edge, thus taking 0{n) time. Hence the NoiseRemoval algorithm takes total time o f 0{n).
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this chapter, a brief description of the implementation of the algorithm for comput
ing the cg-guided signature of a polygon is presented. For the purpose of comparative
evaluation, we also implemented the algorithm for computing the standard signature of a
polygon reported in [4]. We also implemented a preprocessing step that can be used to
remove ’’noise edges” from the boundary of the polygon. We picked the Java program
ming language for implementing the algorithms. We used the Eclipse Java Programming
suite which is available for free down load. We tried to make a user friendly graphical
user interface through which polygon data can be entered and signature computation can
be performed. To enter the polygon manually, the user can specify vertices by clicking the
mouse button at desired locations. Consecutive vertices entered by the user are automati
cally connected by an edge. At the same time, the first and the last vertices are connected
by an edge to form a closed boundary. The entered polygon can be edited visually by using
mouse. A user can select a vertex by mouse click and move it to a new position by drag
ging the mouse button. For performing simple geometric computations such as finding the
intersection between line segment, detecting the turn made by three points, etc. we used
the Java class available for download at the web-site of O ’Rourke [6]. Other classes for
computing signature, file I/O, editing, etc. were developed from the scratch.
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4.1 Interface Design
We use the swing classes available from javax for designing the graphical user interface.
The main container of the GUI is the JFrame class imported from javax. The main frame
contains three panels for holding buttons, canvas, text area, menu bar, etc. The layout of
the panels on the frame is shown in Figure 4.1
a. Panel 1: Panel 1 is the main canvas to draw the polygon. Depending upon what avaialble attribute the user has selected, the polygon can be created, deleted or modified
in this panel.
b. Panel 2: Panel 2 is divided into three sub-panels namely. Panel 2.1, Panel 2.2 and
Panel 2.3. Panel 2.1 contains options to create and modify the polygon. Panel 2.2
contains buttons to move the polygon over the canvas and to calculate the standard
signautre, CG-guided signature and center of gravity of the polygon. Panel 2.3 con
tains a text box in which the coordinates of the polygons are displayed.
c. Panel 3: Panel 3 has option button control using which the color of the edges can
be changed to either red, blue or green.
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Panel 2.1

Panel 2.2

Panel I

Panel 3

Panel 2.3

Figure 4.1 : The Layout of the Interface.

^

S ^ n A tu i« o f a Polygon

: fted

Draw Poly

(80,652)

SpMEdge
Delete Vertex
EdWVertex
: Move Poly

Lme through CG
O'Rourke Signature
CG Guided Siywlwre

Figure 4.2: A Snapshot of GUI.
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To create a polygon in the canvas, DrawPoly option is available in Panle 2.1. The ver
tices of the polygon will lie within the width and height of the canvas. If the width and
height of the canvas is say w and h, respectively, the vertices of the polygon will lie within
[0,w] and [0, h]. To generate the signature of the polygon, the polygon vertices need to be
created in the counter-clockwise direction. While creating a polygon it may happen that the
user creates two or more vertices at the same coordinate. The user can edit the position of
those vertices by using ’’Edit Poly” functionality provided in the Panel 2.1 of the GUI. The
coordinates of the polygon are stored a ”my.point” object in the Vector variable. Eigure 4.2
shows an illustration of creating a polygon and its coordinates being displayed in Panel 3
at the bottom right region of the GUI. The vertices are formed as a circle of a small radius
just for the convenience of better visibility of the vertex.

Draw Poly

SpwCd,#
D ^ e V tx te x
tdR Vertex
Move Poly

UiMt
MoveUoem

Eigure 4.3: Illustrating drawing polygon in GUI.
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The standard signature and center of gravity guided signatures are drawn in sepearate
frames. After creating the polygon, the user can click O ’Rourke’s Signature and CG Guided
Signature options and both the signatures will be displayed in seperate frames. The user
can select Center o f Gravity option from the Panel 2.2. The center of gravity of the polygon
is then displayed at the bottom left corner of the canvas. If the polygon is modified, the
center of grvity gets recalculated smultaniously and is displayed at the lower left corner of
the canvas. The center of gravity point of the polygon is formed as a circle of small radius
displayed in color red, which usually is in the interior of the polygon.
The GUI provides a hidden functionality to save the polygon, its O ’Rourke Signature and
its cg-Guided Signature in a separate file with a ”*.fig” format. As soon as the user clicks
the O ’Rourke and cg-guided signature buttons, the polygon and graphs gets saved at a pre
mentioned location on the hard drive. The user can open those files in xfig and analyze
them for later use.

Implementing O ’Rourke’s Signature
The functionality of the standard signature explained in Chapter 2, has been imple
mented in the button captioned as ’’O ’Rourke Signature” in Panel 2.2 of the GUI. After
creating the polygon, if the user clicks this button, its signature gets displayed in a separate
frame, which has been implemented using JFrame and JPanel class of javax. JFrame acts
as the parent frame to hold the panel, which can also be termed as a window. A JPanel is a
light weight container, which like an object to be held by the parent frame. The signature
values and the distance values of the polygon is stored in a Vector, which then is taken out
in the panel and plotted with red (x-value) and blue (signature not defined at vertices) lines.
Figure 4.3 below shows an illustration of O ’Rourke’s Signature produced by using the GUI.
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* X « r i s E D G E D IS T A N C E ----------------- *

Figure 4.4: Illustrating O ’Rourke’s Signature.

Implementing CG-Guided Signature
The proposed algorithm of cg-guided signature explained in Chapter 3 has been can
be accessed using the ”CG Guided Signature” button provided in Panel 2.2 of the GUI.
Similar to the standard signature, the cg-guided signature of the polygon gets displayed in
a separate frame, which has also been implemented using JFrame and JPanel class of javax.
The cg-guided signature is displayed in a separate frame and the signatures and distance
values of the polygon are stored in a Vector variable, which then in displayed in the frame.
Figure 4.4 below shows an illustration of cg-guided signature produced by using the GUI.
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- > X axis: E D G E d i s t a n c e -

Figure 4.5: Illustrating CG-Guided Signature.

4.2 Functionalities of GUI Components
Table 4.1 (a-c) contains a brief description of the GUI components. The first column
in the table contains the names of the components and the second column contains a brief
description of the functionality corresponding to those components.
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Table 4.1a: Functionality of GUI

Name
Draw Poly

Split Vertex

Delete Vertex

Edit Vertex

Move Poly

Move Left

Move Right

Description
This option enables the user to draw polygon vertex
when a mouse is clicked. The coordinates of the vertex
of a polygon are shown on the top left corner of the
frame in the GUI.
This feature enables the user to split an edge of a polygon.
The edge nearest to the mouse click will be splited by
a new vertex. The coordinates of the new vertex are
displayed at the top left corner of the canvas.
This attribute enables the user delete one vertex
at one mouse click. The vertex closest to the mouse pointer
will be deleted. The deleted vertex also gets removed from
text panel, which displays the coordinates of the vertices of
the polygon.
This element lets the user edit a vertex of a polygon
by moving and repositioning the polygon on the screen.
The coordinates of the edited vertex are displayed on the
left top corner of the canvas.
This option enables the user to move the polygon and
reposition it on the canvas. The new coordinates of the
polygon are displayed on the coordinate panel on the
bottom right corner of the GUI.
This button enables user to move the polygon to the left
by 10 pixel units (in x-axis). The new coordinates of the
polygon are displayed in the coordinate panel to the
bottom right of the GUI.
This button enables user to move the polygon to the right
by 10 pixel units (in x-axis). The new coordinates of the
polygon are displayed in the coordinate panel to the
bottom right of the GUI.
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Table 4.1b Part A: Functionality of GUI

Name
Move Down

Move Up

Clear Cnv
Pre-Process

Update Cnv

Center of Gravity

Line Through CG

O ’Rourke Signature

CG Guided Signature

Red

Description
This feature enables the user to move the polygon
down by 10 pixel units in the y-direction. The new
coordinates of the polygon are displayed in the
coordinate panel to the bottom right of the GUI.
This feature enables the user to move the polygon
up by 10 pixel units in the y-direction. The new
coordinates of the polygon are displayed in the
coordinate panel to the bottom right of the GUI.
This button enables the user to clear the canvas.
The polygon pre-drawn is deleted.
This functionality enables the user to remove
the noisy points from the polygon. The updated
polygon vertices are displayed in the coordinate
panel at the bottom right of the GUI.
This feature enables the user to update the polygon
when a vertex of the polygon is updated in the
coordinate panel at the bottom right part of
the canvas
This function calculates the center of gravty
point of the polygon. The center of gravity point
is displayed at the bottom left corner of the canvas.
This function shows the user all the lines, which are
parallel to the respective edges of the polygon and
also pass through the center of gravity of the polygon.
This button calculates the O ’Rourke’s Signature
of the polygon. The signature of the polygon is shown
in a seperate frame titled
0 ’Rourke’s Signature o f a Polygon.
This function calculates the center of gravity
guided signature of the polygon. The CG-Guided
signature is shown in a seperate frame,
titled CG Guided Signature o f a Polygon
This option changes the color of the edges of the
polygon to red.
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Table 4.1b Part B: Functionality of GUI

Name
Blue
Green

Description
This option changes the color of the edges of the polygon to
blue.
This option changes the color of the edges of the polygon to
green.

Several java classes were written to implement the GUI and the proposed algorithms.
The UML diagrams of the classes are as displayed below.

O rourkeSignature
C enterO fG ravity

- e d g e D is t : V e c to r
- e d g e L e f tD is l : V e c to r

- n : in t

- o r i g in : m y _ p o in t

- a r e a P : D o u b le

- p e r i m e t e r : d o u b le

-bC enterG : V e c to r

- s i g : V e c to r< D o u b le >
4-pv : V e c to r

+ C e n te rO fG ra v ity ( V e c to r p ) : v o id

+ s ig n a tu re E a c h E d g e { m y _ p o in t p . m y _ p o in t q ) : v o id
+ g e ts ig n a tu r e () : v o id
+ c re a te S e g m e n t( m y _ p o in t p , m y _ p o in t q ) : v o id
+ n o rm a liz e (in t) : v o id
- d ra w S ig ( G r a p h ic s ) : v o id

ParlLineCG
+ L in e _ F in d _ P a rl( V e c to r V , in t in d e x . V e c to r C G ) : v oid

CenterO fC ravitySignature
- e d g e D is t : V e c to r
- e d g e L e f tD is t : V e c to r
- o r i g in : m y _ p o in t
- p e r i m e t e r : d o u b le
- s i g ; V e c to r< D o u b le >
+ p v : V e c to r
+ s ig n a tu re E a c h E d g e ( m y _ p o in t p , m y _ p o in t q ) : v o id
+ g e ts ig n a tu r e () : v o id
+ c re a le S e g m e n t( m y _ p o in t p , m y _ p o in t q ) : v o id
+ n o rm a iiz e (in t) : v o id
-d ra w S ig ( G r a p h ic s ) : v o id

Figure 4.6: UML Model -
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- X
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+ ln te rs e c t(lin e I ) : b o o le a n
+ L e ft(m y _ p o in t p) : b o o le a n

Figure 4.7; UML Model - 2

The experiment was carried out on several convex and non convex polygons and the
plot of the computed signature is shown in figures Figure 4.8 - Figure 4.10. Figures 4.114.15 shows the comparison between signatures of non-convex polygons. The results of
the comparison of the signatures of similar looking shapes are shown in Figures 4.16-1.10.
Figures on Left side are the standard signautres of the respective polygons and the figures
on the right are the cg-guided signautres of the respective polygons.
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Figure
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Figure 4.8: Signatures of several Convex (and Convex with Noise Edges) Polygons
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Figure
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Figure 4.9: Signatures of several Convex Polygons (First Example)
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Figure
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Figure 4.10: Signatures of several Convex Polygons (Second Example)
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Figure 4.11: Results for Non-Convex Polygon - Example
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Figure 4.12: Results for Non-Convex Polygon - Example 2
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Figure 4.13: Results for Non-Convex Polygon - Example 3
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Figure 4,14: Results for Non-Convex Polygon - Example 4
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Figure 4.15: Results for Similar Polygons - Example 1
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Figure 4.16: Results for Similar Polygons - Example 2
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Figure 4.17: Results for Similar Polygons - Example 3
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Figure 4.18: Results for Similar Polygons - Example 4
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Standard Signature
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Figure 4.19: Results for Similar Polygons - Example 5
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Figure 4.20: Results for Similar Polygons - Example 6
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
We presented a brief review of existing geometric algorithms for measuring similarity
between polygonal shapes. We introduced a variation of the standard signature called cgguided signature which is capable of distinguishing convex polygons with different shapes.
We presented an an algorithm for computing the cg-guided signature of polygons. The
algorithm runs in 0{n^) time. We also present an approach for removing noise edges from
the input polygon. Removal of noise edges can be considered as a pre-processing step for
computing signature. We also presented (i) an implementation of the proposed cg-guided
algorithm and (ii) experimental investigation of signatures of similar looking shapes by
using both the standard and the cg-guided signature. We executed the proposed algorithms
on various shapes that contain noise edges. Furthermore, the results show that the cgguided algorithm is very effective in capturing shape similarity for shapes having common
features.
Several extensions of the proposed problem and algorithms can be planned for future
work. One direction of investigation would be to perform extensive experimentation with
many more shapes where the noise edges are injected randomly. Note that in our investi
gation we injected noise edges manually by visual inspection. One interesting issue would
be to characterize class of polygons where the cg-guided algorithm would perform better
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in general. In case of convex shapes, it would be interesting to characterize those shapes
that would produce identical cg-giuded signatures.
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